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WHAT IS TALENT ACQUISITION AND MANAGED
WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS?
Customers look to a Talent Acquisition and Managed Workforce Solutions provider for end-to-end
control of, and visibility over a non-permanent workforce. These can include temporary workers,
contractors, consultants and freelancers engaged.
In the staffing industry, the term Managed Services Provider (MSP) is used interchangeably to refer to
both a Talent Acquisition and Managed Workforce Solutions Programme and a Talent Acquisition and
Managed Workforce Solutions Provider.
An MSP will relieve your HR and Talent Acquisition functions of the entire burden of finding, recruiting
and managing contingent staff in a way that is both cost-effective and compliant – across all the countries
in which it operates.

WHY BUSINESSES CHOOSE A TALENT ACQUISITION
AND MANAGED WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER
The accelerated, wide-spread adoption of contingent workforce models, or a blend of contingent and
permanent workforces across blue-chip and mid-market companies has been documented across the world
by numerous reports, whitepapers and consultations.
By 2020, the number of self-employed workers in the United States is projected to triple to 42 million
people. Freelancers are the fastest-growing labour group in the European Union, with their number
doubling between 2000 and 2014; growth in freelancing has been faster than overall employment growth
in the United Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands. And many people are alternative workers part-time:
Deloitte’s latest millennial study found that 64 percent of full-time workers want to do 'side hustles' to
make extra money.

WHAT DOES A TALENT ACQUISITION AND
MANAGED WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS PROVIDER DO?
Clients are free to choose the flexible package of services, but a comprehensive end-to-end MSP
programme would cover engagement of all forms for contingent labour - managing contingent workers
during their assignment from on-boarding to off-boarding, building qualified pools of candidates,
streamlining the recruitment and selection process, as well as contracts management.
MSP programmes would also include reviewing of current supplier and contract structures,
management of a selected supplier base and staffing supplier invoices, maintenance of a
comprehensive quality management process (including formal business reviews), annual strategic
reviews of the programme, providing enterprise reporting and analysis for the programme.
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THE BENEFITS
Specialisation: customers partner with a TAMWS provider and leverage their specialist capabilities and
knowledge to improve the overall recruitment process; from defining and strengthening your employer brand,
to utilising innovation and technology to provide a new level of insight.

Cost savings: a TAMWS provider can offer economies of scale and give you a single supplier through which to
leverage volume against spend. Furthermore, advertising and marketing costs are included, saving you
additional spend whilst also delivering broader reach and wider penetration into the marketplace.

Compliance: compliance costs have increased as globalisation deepens and reducing risk is one of the
main reason customers come to us. A TAMWS provider mitigates your risk through established and compliant
processes to ensure your workforce operates within the relevant laws and guidelines in which it operates.

Recruitment at pace: growing businesses often need to find talent quickly - they may be opening a new office
or forming an international team of IT experts. Partnering with a TAMWS provider relieves the burden of
attracting, selecting and on-boarding the right people - freeing up your time and resource.

If you’d like to speak to us about your Talent Acquisition and Managed Workforce Solutions needs,
you can contact us at: TAMWS@impellam.com

